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Programme
9am-9.15am

Welcome and introductions

9.15am-10.45am

Session 1
Nandi Chinna & Alison Bartlett: ‘Creative Responses to Environmental Loss: the poetics of
solastalgia’
Petra Tschakert: ‘Locating Loss From Climate Change in Everyday Places’
Alka Sabharwal:‘Two Face’ Bureaucrats: the affective existence of state on the Indian
Trans Himalayan borders.

10.45am-11.15am Morning Tea
11.15am-12.15pm Session 2
Cristina E. Ramalho & Dawn Dickinson: ‘The Language Of Art and Nature: bringing
aesthetics, emotions and experiences to the nature conservation science rhetoric’.
Nin Kirkham: ‘“Feeling Nature” – Making Environmental Sense of Our Intuitions About the
Value of Nature’.
12.15pm-1pm

Lunch

1pm-2.30pm

Session 3
Richard Read: ‘Ecology and Perception in Nineteenth-Century American and Australian
Landscape Paintings’
Huilin Sun: ‘Chinese Garden’
Tony Hughes-d’Aeth: ‘Am I Still an Ecological Scholar? Literature, Settler Colonialism and
Ecology’

2.30pm-3pm

Afternoon Tea

3pm-4.30pm

Session 4
Andrea Gaynor: ‘Environmental Histories for Urban Resilience’
Clare Mouat: ‘Building Community through Conflict Transformation: navigating the laws
and landscapes of multi-lot living’
Daniel Martin: ‘Understanding Perth’s ‘Deep Structure’: prelude to a water responsive city’

4.30-5pm

Summing up and Close
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Abstracts
Creative Responses to Environmental Loss: the poetics of solastalgia
Nandi Chinna & Alison Bartlett

This paper is a response to activism last summer when bulldozers pushed a 5km highway footprint, known as the
Roe 8 extension, through urban wetlands and woodlands in Perth’s southern suburbs. We argue that the impact
of the community campaign and the clearing of this land evoked a form of cultural mourning and loss that can
be thought of as solastalgia (Albrecht 2005). As an increasingly common experience in the Anthropocene, we
are interested in how solastalgia can be expressed. In our need to comprehend and articulate solastalgia, we
propose a poetic response to the Roe 8 bulldozing that offers a complex and intense a form of mourning which is
not restricted to that summer of activism but connects with broader experiences of solastalgia. This presentation
will include a performance of poetry written in response to the sick feeling that accompanies witnessing radical
ecological destruction.

Locating Loss from Climate Change in Everyday Places
Petra Tschakert

This project aims to advance theory and evidence about social losses arising from climate change. As an
interdisciplinary team with expertise in human geography, psychology, ecology, and literacy and gender studies,
we will examine what people from the Swan Coastal Plain to the Central Wheatbelt value and how fire, drought
and flooding put these values at risk. Through our methodologically innovative approach, we hope to reveal how
community members in rural and urban places along a ~400km long transect make value trade-offs and decisions
over desirable futures. Our ultimate goal is to enhance capacity among our research partners and ourselves
to locate acceptable and intolerable losses, manage grief and hope in familiar places, and reduce harm from
climate change, by engaging with people in at-risk places and examining how to live with unavoidable loss. Our
collaborative inquiry will promote a resourceful vision, designed by community members, resource managers, and
local government and built into adaptation and disaster management policies. Empowering local communities
to embrace hope and grief will lower pressure on mental health services and raise quality of life. New scholarly
insight from this science of loss offers two significant benefits, namely a critical analysis of community resilience in
the face of socio-economic and environmental threats, and inclusive planning for place-based adaptation.

Two Face’ Bureaucrats: the affective existence of state on the Indian Trans Himalayan borders
Alka Sabharwal

How state capacity is produced on the Himalayan borders and is transformed by the everyday practices of those
who inhabit them often becomes neglected in favour of the Weberian model of a rational state. However, the
way Ladakhi state bureaucrats in the Jammu and Kashmir government constantly accommodate the requests of
non-sedentary residents of the Changthang border is a compelling context to relook at the common conceptions
that generally emphasize the bureaucratic encounters to be an entirely mechanistic force. My paper builds upon
Dubois’s ‘two body’ framework of the bureaucrat that is at once a natural person with a social life trajectory
and similarly also an embodiment of the body politic meant to be impersonal, rendered necessary by the fact of
inheriting state’s normative imperatives that are often at conflict. While highlighting a new set of political space
between the state and the people, this ethnographic research while demonstrating how bureaucratic encounters
are not only influenced by the social context but also plays a role in shaping the state’s border context. Not
considering it as a prior attribute of the state, this paper leads us into seeing India-China border actually as a
vehicle for claim making and as the means of enactments of both belonging and difference.

The Language of Art and Nature: bringing aesthetics, emotions and experiences to the nature
conservation science rhetoric

Cristina E. Ramalho & Dawn Dickinson
Both Art and Nature provide immense intangible benefits to humans. Listening to Beethoven’s 5th Symphony can
elevate us to an empowered and inspired state of mind. Similarly, standing on the top of a mountain can immerse
us in a deep sense of wonderment and meaning capable of creating a lifelong memory. It is no wonder that Art and
Nature (tourism) each shift billions of dollars every year around the world.
Humanity’s appreciation for art has seen western culture develop a rich discourse about the tangible and
intangible attributes of art pieces and styles. A language of emotions, senses, experiences and aesthetics has been
used in combination with a language of social, historical, contextual and technical aspects. (cont...)
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Such has helped us create an individual and collective understanding and appreciation of art, as well as of our own
attachment and connection with it.
In contrast, western culture has developed a relatively immature language with respect to Nature. While aesthetics
and experiences are superficially incorporated into Nature tourism branding and marketing, they are mostly
absent from the Nature Conservation science rhetoric. In the last half century, Aldo Leopold’s views of wilderness,
ethics and aesthetics of Nature have barely found productive ground, and Nature has become largely the subject
of strict scientific analysis. Established tools to evaluate Nature, such as ecosystem services and biodiversity
offsets indicate an incapacity to recognize and describe the intangible and non-material attributes of Nature and
of our connection with it.
Language is pivotal for knowledge building and transfer, and it influences decision making. It also has the
potential to unite and spur communities to action when applied to Nature. We argue that the language of Nature
Conservation needs to broaden to encapsulate aesthetics and human emotions, senses and experiences of Nature.
We discuss this topic by drawing parallels with our collective understanding of, and connection with, art and
explore potential frameworks that could support the broadening of the Nature rhetoric.

‘Feeling Nature’ – Making environmental sense of our intuitions about the value of nature.
Nin Kirkham

Environmentally minded people tend to have strong feelings about the value of nature and naturalness. It might
be said that we share an intuition that nature is valuable, and that naturalness is something to be respected and
promoted. Of course, when it comes to making cogent ethical arguments based on this intuition, things quickly
become complicated. The concepts of nature and naturalness are fundamentally vague, ambiguous and highly
contested, and any dualistic distinction between nature and culture (nature/human, natural/artificial) breaks
down almost as soon as it is articulated. Even if we did want to value nature, nature conceived of as independent of
human modification is no longer available to us (if it ever was). The issue is made particularly salient by the advent
of the Anthropocene; there is no longer anywhere on Earth that has not been in some sense modified by humans.
Recognising this, some environmental philosophers have argued that we need a ‘post-naturalist’ environmental
ethics; an ethics that moves us past a ‘feeling for nature’ to a more coherent environmentalism. In this paper,
I argue that even if attempts to articulate an ethical value for nature on a dichotomy between human/culture
and nature fail on diverse grounds, there is some distinction between the natural and the human that demands
meaningful articulation. I put forward a suggestion of how we might carefully and profitably employ a concept
of nature in ethical deliberation and by doing so make sense of our feeling for nature and its role in debates over
technology and the environment.

Ecology and Perception in Nineteenth-Century American and Australian Landscape Paintings
Richard Read

Before the formulation of the Anthropocene, natural processes were assumed gradual. Only by the 1970s did the
discovery of plate tectonics, catastrophic geophysical events, extra-terrestrial impacts and the Gaia hypothesis of
global interactivity replace gradualism with abrupt and irreversible climate change in which human intervention
was complicit.
At the turn of the nineteenth-century geological thinking moved from the classification of rocks as ‘different
kinds’ to accounts of their historical formations, but so slow were these formations that nature was still a static
platform on which disruptive human history played out in a separate domain from natural history. Perhaps only
in the colonial experience of unfamiliar and unpredictable terrains could current understandings of an unstable,
multi-state earth be anticipated (e.g. in Australia, inland oceans that suddenly disappeared), and only in colonial
landscape painting could human agency rehearse the socialization of the natural and naturalization of the social in
a non-dualist aesthetic sphere that combined emotional expression with scientific representation.
In theories of human perception, the evolution of sight was assumed very slow, but as part of the natural fabric
it perceived, the eye escaped dualism too. In Ralph Waldo Emerson’s transcendentalist theories, perception
could be quixotic and fissaporous. To assist in formulating an introduction to a book of essays on Wilderness
and Colonization, accepted for publication by University of Chicago Press, in which Anthropocenic studies and
colonial landscape painting mutually illuminate each other, this paper offers as discussion points the influence of
Berkeley’s transcendentalist theory of perception on Fitz Henry Lane’s American Brace’s Rock, Brace’s Cove (1854)
and the influence of Humboldt’s scientific wholism on Eugene von Guérard’s Australian Tower Hill (1855).
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Chinese Garden
Huilin Sun

A Chinese garden usually consists of pavilions, lakes, bridges, rocks and plants. Its design reflects the Daoist
ideology of ‘living in harmony with nature’. In his 17th century book The Crafts of Gardens; Ji articulated the genesis
of the Chinese garden: “On finding a natural site where yin and yang (which are represented by water and rock) are
pleasingly balanced, the Chinese felt an urge to embellish them with some small tokens of man such as building
a pavilion. Views of them focus on the wilderness; views from them are framed in their pillars. One saying goes:
When there is a pavilion there is a garden.” The appreciation of nature, romanticised and stylised, is reflected in
painting, and emulated when creating a garden. A Chinese garden is not only a celebration of nature and art but
also a space for intellectual stimulation. Over centuries, Chinese gardens have developed sophisticated design
principles such as borrow view, block view, create view, frame view and changing view.

Am I Still an Ecological Scholar? Literature, Settler Colonialism and Ecology
Tony Hughes-d’Aeth

Embarking on a comparative study of late nineteenth and early twentieth-century settler colonial ‘farm novels’
from across the Anglo-World has led me into the related but diverse settlement histories of North America,
Southern Africa and Australasia. Of course, underneath the vaunted tribulations of the coloniser in these works
sits the complex contestations of sovereign first peoples. The project has also led me into a radical diversity of
ecological context as the farms on these seized lands spread during this period with almost equal alacrity through
temperate volcanic islands, ancient semi-arid woodlands and recently glaciated prairies. In this paper, I address
some of the ways in which the ecological dimension impinges on the study of the imaginative self-apprehension of
settler colonies in the Anglo-World. In particular, I consider the role of literature as an affective medium and what
this then offers as a historical document.

Environmental Histories for Urban Resilience
Andrea Gaynor

How we understand the past and the stories we tell about it shapes the present and future in important ways. In
this talk I will discuss how environmental history can potentially intervene in the present environmental crisis,
with reference to my current multi-dimensional environmental historical research agenda around Australian cities.
In doing so I will focus on two projects: firstly, a multi-city comparative historical study of how large-scale water
supply and sewerage systems shaped Australian urban forms, environments and practices over the 20th and
21st centuries; and secondly, a history of urban wild nature in Australia, that suggests ways in which emotional
responses to ‘everyday’ urban nature differ across social and temporal contexts.

Building Community through Conflict Transformation: navigating the laws and landscapes of multi-lot
living
Clare Mouat & Rebecca Leshinsky

As 21st century urbanisation intensifies our cities, it also intensifies our urbanism – our ways of living. It does so
faster than we have figured out how to reconfigure our planning, building, and co-existence in sustainable and
harmonious ways. Our research prioritises how we learn to build community in residential developments through
conflict transformation and the purposeful promotion of healthy, just, inclusive, and transformative foundations
of community. There is an established industry, policy, professional and personal need to better govern and
manage residential communities in multi-owned properties (MOP). Globally MOP settings vary from condominium
complexes to low-rise apartments; differing by design era, socio-cultural context, jurisdiction, and type of housing.
Vitally, MOP settings share ‘…the virtue of reminding us that private property is embedded in community’ (Harris
and Gilewicz, 2015:295). Yet MOP literature tends to focus on property, ownership, disputes, and redevelopment.
Instead, as more people move into MOP with a mix of private and common property, we are taking a multi-lot
living (MLL) approach focussing on people and learning to live sustainably and harmoniously across the life-course
of these legally-constituted communities. Social sustainability in MLL is emphasised to address practices and
principles of social equity (access to appropriate housing and associated facilities and services), social engagement
(healthy interpersonal and collective dynamics) and social learning (blended with economic and environmental
sustainability. Harmony in MLL means exploring conflict transformation as a way of building community and
managing the inevitable conflicts. This presentation introduces our recent book proposal and research agenda.
Our project will translate scholarly knowledge to help stakeholders navigate MLL laws, landscapes and living in a
range of jurisdictions. The presentation will be short with a view to inviting discussion about the project (my first
book!) and drawing on the experience and connections of EcoPeoPle for case studies, connections, and more.
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Understanding Perth’s ‘Deep Structure’: prelude to a water responsive city
Daniel Martin

Communicating and understanding the ‘deep structure’ (Sprin 1984) of a place is fundamental to environmental
awareness and conservation. Public and social comprehension of place, its environments and histories, will inform
how a future city is directed and designed. In Perth, the water crises are in large part design crises: from housing
and gardens, infrastructure and urban landscapes, to questions of land use and planning. Deep structure and
deep context might become a guide for these design disciplines, the “Prelude to a Plan” for Perth (after Ibanez et
al. 2017). Perth’s freshwater landscape of wetlands, streams and rivers became the lakes, drains and basins of the
contemporary city, and remain expressions of surface and groundwater flows. Visualising these environments
and histories gives insight into human orientations to water over time. This paper presents a visual narrative of
Perth and the deep structures that underpin it. These include tectonic and geological formations, groundwater
structures, soil, vegetation, rivers and wetlands, as well as the human and urban structures. Superimposing these
layers over the planned sprawl of the city (in a McHargian manner) is a call to protect the extant ecological grounds
of the Perth region and imagine future alternatives.
Ibanez, D, Lyster, C, Waldheim, C, White, M 2017, Third Coast Atlas: The Prelude to a Plan, Barcelona.
McHarg, H 1969, Design with Nature, New York.
Spirn, AW 2011, ‘Ecological Urbanism: A Framework for the Design of Resilient Cities’, Massachusetts
http://annewhistonspirn.com/pdf/spirn_ecological_urbanism-2011.pdf

Participants
Alison Bartlett is Associate Professor in English and Cultural Studies at The University of Western Australia.
Her teaching and research is mainly around gender and sexuality in popular culture, with a particular interest
in Australian feminist events. She has interests in the meanings of place when they become sites of activism,
memorialisation, and social memory. She is currently working on the legacies of the women’s movement in
contemporary feminist ecologies and epistemologies. She is a member of The Beeliar Group: Professors for
Environmental Responsibility, and has been a consultant for the National Museum of Australia.
Nandi Chinna is a research consultant, poet and activist based in Fremantle WA. Her professional and artistic
interests include ecological histories, and intangible cultural heritage. Her poetry collection Swamp: walking the
wetlands of the Swan Coastal Plain (Fremantle Press, 2014), is a poetic history of Perth’s wetlands. In 2016 she was
the inaugural writer in residence at Kings Park and Botanic Garden in Perth. Her third poetry collection The Future
Keepers is forthcoming from Fremantle Press in 2019.
Dawn Dickinson is a PhD candidate in the School of Plant Biology at The University of Western Australia. Her
research examines cultural ecosystem services in the context of urban green space in Perth.
Andrea Gaynor is Associate Professor and Head of History at The University of Western Australia. Primarily an
environmental historian, her research seeks to use the contextualising and narrative power of history to solve
real-world problems. She has published on topics as diverse as landscape art and feral cats, and her recent
publications include Never Again: Reflections on Environmental Responsiblilty After Roe 8, co-edited with Peter
Newman and Philip Jennings.
Tony Hughes-d’Aeth is the Major Coordinator of English and Cultural Studies at The University of Western
Australia. He is the author of Like Nothing on this Earth: A Literary History of the Wheatbelt (UWAP, 2017) and ‘The
Environment in Australian Literature’ (2017) for the Oxford Research Encyclopaedia.
Nin Kirkham is Discipline Chair, Philosophy at The University of Western Australia. She is interested in applied
environmental ethics, bioethics and the ethics of technology. In particular, her work has focused on the concepts
of nature and artifice as they are now employed, and have historically been employed, in ethical debates over the
legitimacy of new technologies and manipulations of the environment.
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Daniel Jan Martin is a researcher in the School of Design at The University of Western Australia. His current
research explores the communication of environmental data, stories and histories through digital media and
exhibition. Since July, he has worked at the intersection of urban water landscapes and the built environment with
the Cooperative Research Centre for Water Sensitive Cities in the urban and architectural research team.
Clare Mouat is a Lecturer in the School of Earth and Environment with a specialisation in Human Geography and
Planning at The University of Western Australia. As a scholar-activist for just, generous, healthy and inclusive cities,
she is passionate about finding feasible and radically-progressive responses to the local and global challenges and
crises facing us, our families and seven million of our closest neighbours.
Cristina E Ramalho is a postdoctoral research fellow with the NESP-funded Clean Air and Urban Landscapes Hub.
Her research interests range across urban ecology, spatial ecology, and landscape ecology. She is particularly
interested in the development of conceptual frameworks and tools (embedding concepts of ecological design,
spatial planning, ecosystem management and social acceptability) that help better understanding and intervening
in urban landscapes in order to increase their biodiversity conservation capacity and liveability for people.
Conservation planning in the SWA global biodiversity hotspot is also a topic of major interest.
Richard Read is Emeritus Professor and Senior Honorary Research Fellow at The University of Western Australia.
He wrote the first book on British art critic Adrian Stokes and has published extensively on the relationship
between literature and the visual arts, nineteenth and twentieth-century art, particularly landscape painting, and
complex images in global contexts.
Alka Sabharwal is an Early Career Researcher with the discipline of Anthropology and Sociology in School of
Social Sciences at The University of Western Australia. She has research interests in the state, bureaucracy, and
the politics of conservation in India and the Himalaya, with a particular focus on conservation contestations at the
border region between India and China, and the role of the military in same.
Educated in China and Australia, Huilin Sun, as an artist and designer, has published papers in the areas of garden,
aesthetics, design and sustainability. She has been committed to applying theory in her praxis of constructing a
Chinese garden in the past ten years. She is now initiating a project of building an authentic, substantial public
Chinese garden in Perth. Huilin currently works at the School of Social Sciences UWA.
Petra Tschakert is Deputy Head of the School of Agriculture and Environment at The University of Western
Australia . Her research activities and practice focus broadly on human-environment interactions and more
specifically on rural livelihoods, environmental change, marginalization, social learning, and deliberate societal
transformation. Her main interest lies in the theoretical and empirical intersections of political ecology,
environmental justice, complex systems science, and participatory research.
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